Trees may be looking bare, but the Lloyd has a full schedule of upcoming events! Join us for a conversation with nature photographers, get a jump on your holiday shopping, and listen virtually to fascinating lectures. Catch the *Visions of Nature across Time and Place* exhibition--open for just two more weeks.

**Photo Artist Talk**  
with Rick Conner and TJ Vissing

When: Wednesday, November 9, 7-8 p.m.  
Where: Lloyd Library

Rick Conner and TJ Vissing describe their process and inspiration photographing the Big Darby Creek, protected by The Nature Conservancy of Ohio. View their work displayed in our exhibition *Visions of Nature across Time and Place*.  
**Registration required.**

[Register for this In-person Event](#)

---

**Holiday Preview Sale**

When: Saturday, November 19, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.  
Where: Lloyd Library

The Lloyd Holiday Preview Sale is just around the corner! Stop in for unique gifts drawn from our collections. Items range from prints and cards to
coffee mugs and pillows. For one day only, shoppers receive a 10% discount, and Lloyd Members get 20% off. **Free and open to the public.**

---

**Floral Empires: Plant Hunting and Painting in Victorian Britain**

**When:** Thursday, December 1, 7-8 p.m.  
**Where:** Virtual Lecture

2022 Lloyd Fellow Lindsay Wells discusses her research at the Lloyd Library in this virtual lecture combining history, horticulture and art. From orchids and azaleas to palm trees and passion flowers, thousands of new plants entered British gardens from abroad during the nineteenth century. Explore the history of British plant hunting alongside the paintings of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood—a group of Victorian artists who filled their pictures with elaborate horticultural imagery and botanical motifs. **Registration required.**

[Register for this Virtual Event]

---

**A Conversation with David Lentz**

Listen in on a conversation with biologist and professor David Lentz in the latest episode of the Lloyd's podcast *Between the Leaves*. Host Meg Hanrahan takes listeners through Lentz's research into the agricultural practices of the Maya, with insights into their civilization and how Curtis Gates Lloyd's photographs provided unique documentation for Lentz's work. Don't forget to catch his lecture on our YouTube channel, and stop in to see the historical photographs that contributed to his research in our the Lloyd's current exhibition *Visions of Nature across Time and Place*.

---

**Visit Visions of Nature, now - November 19**
Support the Lloyd through a Membership or Donation